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Difference is ambivalent. It can be both 
positive and negative. It is both necessary 
for the production of meaning, the 
formation of language and culture, for 
social identities and subjective sense of 
the self as a sexed subject – and at the 
same time, it is threatening, a site of 
danger, of negative feelings, of splitting, 
hostility and aggression towards the 
‘Other’. – Stuart Hall 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Postcolonial studies is a vast, interdisciplinary field, primarily, concerned with the colonial past 
as well as postcolonial identity (Stam 2000: 292). One interesting area from a postcolonial studies 
perspective is to relate these issues to implicated power relations between former coloniser and 
former colonised. A significant study, determining such asymmetrical power relations, is the one of 
Orientalism by Edward Said; where he uncovers how the West or the Occident have constituted,  
the Orient, in this case the colonised, as a different, objectivised Other to the western subject. In 
many ways the Occident has imagined how the Orient is, for instance in order to project colonialism 
(Said 1978). What is crucial is how coloniser and colonised are categorised into several binary 
oppositions which establish the core difference between the two and address subject positions. 
Some of these are “cultured/natural”, “civilised/primitive or savage”, “rational/irrational”, 
“black/white”. The field of postcolonial studies engages in examining how such issues are 
represented in all sorts of texts, such as literature, theatre or cinema. This is the perspective from 
which I am going to investigate two contemporary films.  
There are several places in the world where one has to live with the consequences of these 
historical ways of organizing society. The British Empire was just one of several, invading, amongst 
other places, Australian land on the 26th of January 1788. They came to the Sydney area by ships 
and carried the idea that any land not inhabited should be made into British property. As the British 
came with preconceptions of the Indigenous Australians as either ‘savages’ or ‘noble savages’ 
(Broome 1982: 25), it was easy to realise the ideas of colonialism and materialism. At the same time 
the British were ordered to show kindness towards the Indigenous peoples which, over time, 
became a humanitarian project of civilization with the missionaries as a crucial part of this process.  
In this project the mentioned binary oppositions of black and white can therefore be categorised 
as white Australians and black Indigenous Australians. In the last couple of years it has been an 
ongoing project in Australia how to deal with the colonial consequences of the white invasion of 
Australia. In 1998 Australia had its first National Sorry Day as a result of the article “Bringing 
Them Home” from May 1997, which was a report on the National Inquiry into the Separation of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from their families. In the aftermath, there has been 
an increased focus on this issue, and 13 February 2008 the Australian government gave an official 
apology to Indigenous Australians1. One reaction has been a project called “Unfinished Business: 
Reconciling the Nation” by SBS – Australia's multicultural and multilingual broadcaster.  
                                                 
1 Www.cultureandrecreation.gov.au/articles/indigenous/sorry (11 December 2009 6.34pm). 
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For many years the addressed binary oppositions have been repeated with a belief that the 
difference was ‘natural’. The British/Jamaican theorist, Stuart Hall, says, “The logic behind 
naturalization is simple. If the differences between black and white people are cultural, then they 
are open to modification and change. But if they are ‘natural’ – as the slave-holder believed – then 
they are beyond history, permanent and fixed” (1997: 245). 
So as the dominating power relation between former coloniser and colonised in Australia, 
between white and Indigenous Australians, has been recognised, and Indigenous people have been 
positioned as having their own culture, then there must be a potential for change.  
The aim of this project is therefore to grasp the subject positions given to and surrounding 
Indigenous Australians as they are represented in two contemporary films. I am going to examine to 
what extent the former binary positions are still represented and how the former power relation 
between white and black are dealt with. Is it opposed? Renegotiated? Changed? And how is it 
performed within the visual world of the filmic text?  
In film studies, one way of investigating subject positions and their potential for power or 
agency is through analysing the position of the “gaze” or the “look” of the camera, the characters as 
well as an insinuated audience. These psychoanalytic tools can help uncover the following fact: 
“there is always an invisible discursive agency in any cinematic construction” (Stam 1992: 170). I 
shall return to the definition of these tools in my theoretical approach. In general, I am going to 
refer to the following question when examining subject positions and the representation of 
Indigenous Australians within the films chosen. 
 
• Research question: 
 How do the two contemporary films Australia and Ten Canoes represent Indigenous 
 Australians, and what subject positions are constituted amongst Indigenous Australians and 
 in their encounter with white/non-Indigenous Australians? 
  
 Furthermore: How does the film narrative contribute to this representation? 
  
1.1 Presentation of the films Australia and Ten Canoes 
 
Before I present the two films, I am briefly going to reflect on my reasons for choosing films as 
textual examples representing colonial past and postcolonial identity. Primarily, I am puzzled about 
the filmic elements that are used to represent such areas of history and identity. The film form and 
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the genre of the film are elements that interact in a certain way, communicating images from a 
producer who takes the overall decisions to an audience who makes meaning of the images. In this 
way the media of the film differs from other artistic textual media as it “presents us with images in 
illusory motion” (Bordwell and Thomson 1993: 3). Secondly, the filmic images have a certain way 
of invoking pleasure or unpleasure with the audience, as I am going to bring up in my theoretical 
approach. 
In my choice of films, it should be mentioned that I have spent quite some time trying to get 
hold of films produced by Indigenous Australians. This, however, has proved to be either quite 
impossible or too expensive, despite the fact that I have been in contact with both distribution 
companies and friends from Down Under. Finally, I chose the two films Australia and Ten Canoes 
as they both, though in very different ways, represent parts of Indigenous Australians' history and in 
this way participate in the construction of their cultural identity today. Ten Canoes is the one that 
comes closest to be produced by Indigenous Australians. I find it interesting, however, to compare it 
to the Hollywood production, as it is within classical Hollywood films that an uneven power 
relation has been established in the first place. This is something I bring up in my theoretical 
approach. 
Australia is a Hollywood production from 2008, starring Nicole Kidman as Lady Ashley and 
Hugh Jackman as Mr. Drover, and it is directed by Baz Luhrmann. In its afterword it clearly relates 
to the official apology by the Australian government. It is first of all a love story between the two 
stars set in the outback of Australia somewhat close to Darwin. Furthermore, it is a film about the 
dispossession of Indigenous children, about the cattle drovers in the outback and about the British 
aristocracy in Darwin at the time of WWII. 
Ten Canoes is an Australian produced film, directed by Rolf de Heer, a Dutch migrated to 
Australia in 1959, and by the Indigenous people of Ramingining, a town in the Northern Territory 
of Australia. It brings forth the old way of living the proper way through two stories about 
Indigenous ancestors. One is set in the mythical past and the other is set in an unknown past in 
between the mythical past and today. The stories are inspired by photographs from the 1930s taken 
by the anthropologist Donald Thomson, and the characters are acted by local people of the Arnhem 
Land. 
 
1.2 Considerations on terminology 
 
When investigating the representation of Indigenous Australians and their subject positions in 
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relation to white/non-Indigenous Australians, it becomes crucial to consider one’s choice of 
language. In my choice of language, the first question could be why I use ‘white Australians’ when I 
do not use ‘black Australians’. Furthermore, one could ask why I use ‘Indigenous Australians’ when 
in Australia they use ‘Aboriginals’. To answer the last question first, there are different groups of 
Indigenous people in Australia, called either Aborigines or Torres Strait Islanders. Furthermore, 
there were, at the time of European arrival, about 600 different tribes all over Australia.2 This is 
why I find it useful to use the general term of ‘Indigenous Australians’ even though I am aware of 
the fact that I leave out some cultural connotations which are attributed to the more specific terms 
of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders. To the first question, the answer is not as clear in the sense 
that I have chosen to use white Australians as I have to relate to former power relations between 
coloniser and colonised. Here the term non-Indigenous does not make this distinction as clear as 
white Australians, as the Australian population today consists of a multicultural mixture of people. I 
do, however, want to make clear that ‘white Australians’ does not refer solely to the dominant 
position of the coloniser, in this project, as will show in the analysis where there are white people 
who did not agree with the colonial project, neither did they refer to the binary oppositions. As 
stated by Lady Ashley in Australia “Just because it is, doesn’t mean it has to be”. I use ‘non-
Indigenous’ mostly in the reference to a potential audience as it can consist of people with different 
skin colours and cultural belonging. 
 
1.3 Structure of the project 
 
In order to grasp the representation of colonial past and postcolonial identity in Australia and 
Ten Canoes, I am first going to draw a theoretical approach in chapter 2, which can help uncover 
the different subject positions available to the characters in the films. Here I am going to situate the 
“imperial gaze” which is the filmic, psychoanalytic term related to the, previously mentioned, 
binary oppositions. This has been defined by the American theorist, E. Ann Kaplan, who works 
from a western position, but with a focus on providing theoretical concepts and analytical tools for 
recognising elements of the former imperial domination in film. Furthermore, she suggests possible 
challenges for such domination. She does this in the context of feminist studies, comparing the 
”imperial gaze” with the ”male gaze”. Additionally, she develops the ”imperial gaze” into what she 
calls ”looking relations”, providing a concept which allows an alternative way of understanding 
                                                 
2
 http://www.culture.gov.au/articles/indigenous/ (11 December 2009, 7.39PM) 
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difference. Her empirical examples are a vast selection of Hollywood films contrasted with films by 
independent female film-makers.  
In order to understand the background for Kaplan’s theoretical concepts, I am going to refer to 
Laura Mulvey's definition of the psychoanalytical concept of the “gaze”, or the ”male gaze”. She 
uses this concept as a political weapon against “the way the unconscious patriarchal society has 
structured film form” (Mulvey 1975, 6). In attribution to this definition, E. Ann Kaplan broadens 
the content of gender difference to include racial and cultural differences as well. Laura Mulvey, as 
well as Kaplan, works within a theoretical field of feminism and psychoanalysis. 
This is just one theoretical approach allowing me to examine subject positions. One could also 
have used discourse analysis or enunciation theory in order to determine power relations or 
stereotypical categories. I have found, however, that the theory of “looking relations” is helpful 
when examining visual filmic texts and their narrative elements.  
In relation to the concept of looking relations, I am going to implement Homi Bhabha's work on 
stereotypes as discursive strategies in colonial discourse. His work becomes crucial in relation to 
investigating representations of Indigenous Australian history and identity, because one can 
destabilise the fixed connotations of a certain stereotype by focusing on its ambivalence.  
Bhabha is an acknowledged theorist within postcolonial studies, trying to destabilise fixed 
binary oppositions by investigating subject positions instead of the positive and negative images 
connected to fixed stereotypes. 
The different theoretical tools become efficient when I am going to outline different arguments 
for the potential change in the representation of colonial past.  In order to structure my analysis of 
representation in chapter 3, I am going to make use of Thompson and Bordwell's film analytical 
tools. Moreover, these become relevant in order to follow Robert Stam's methodological guidance 
of analysing representations of race, colonialism and difference.  
In chapter 4, I intend to articulate the state of the art. On the basis of the analysis, how are the 
Indigenous Australians represented, and how do the filmic elements involve in this representation? 
Furthermore, what is left unanswered? 
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2. POSTCOLONIAL CRITICISM AND CINEMA 
 
Western spectators' eyes have been “imperialized” [...] throughout the history of Hollywood cinema 
– E. Ann Kaplan 1997: 219 
 
2.1 Situating the imperial gaze  
The Other as image, the white as bearer of the gaze. 
 
This statement builds on a claim that representational practices within Hollywood film can be 
closely related to colonial, at the time perhaps unconscious, power structures within society as well 
as the film industry. It thus positions the film-makers as important when it comes to what meaning 
the film is going to communicate. Equally, it positions the spectator as clearly being influenced 
when making meaning of the film. Finally, it relates to the actual film, the filmic text – produced by 
the film-makers and received by the spectators.  It relates to the fact that certain processes of 
representation is going on during the film which is the reason for the, in this case, imperialization of 
the western spectators' eyes. Such processes of representation could be how certain characters are 
actually represented as capable bearers of the ability to gaze at others within a culture. More 
interesting, perhaps, is the fact that some characters are, in this way, represented as not being 
capable bearers of the gaze. Kaplan uses psychoanalytic film theory in order to investigate such 
visual features within the film. She does that in order to throw light on the filmic elements in 
classical Hollywood films. Furthermore, she uses it to challenge these filmic elements as well as to 
develop the psychoanalytic notion of the “gaze” into what she calls “looking relations” as a possible 
way of changing a fixed imperialized gaze within the audience. I shall return to the notion of 
“looking relations” later in this chapter relating it to that of the “imperial gaze”. 
What I am going to focus on here is not how to change an imperialized gaze within the western 
audience. Instead, I shall attempt to understand Kaplan's notion of an “imperial gaze” within film as 
a background knowledge for the, somewhat broader, term of “looking relations”. Later in my 
analysis of Australia and Ten Canoes, I shall make use of both concepts in order to investigate how 
the Indigenous Australians are represented and what subject positions are at stake.  
  
2.1.1 Definition of the gaze as imperial 
  
In film studies the concept of the “gaze” can be compared to a character's point-of-view which 
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is often connected to other elements such as logic of narrative, dialogue or a previous shot (Stam et 
al. 1992: 162). It has, however, been interpreted in several ways. In short, Kaplan calls it a “one 
way subjective vision” (1997: xvi) and puts it in sharp contrast to what she calls the “look” which 
“connote[s] a process, a relation” (ibid). (I shall return to the look in the part about “looking 
relations”.) Furthermore, the concept of the gaze involves an active subject and a passive object 
(ibid).   
As a background for interpreting the gaze Kaplan, as well as other theorists3, refers to Laura 
Mulvey's essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” from 1975. First of all, Mulvey does not 
distinguish between the gaze and the look. She generally speaks of three types of looks, in relation 
to cinema,  
 1) that of the camera as it records the pro-filmic event,  
 2) that of the audience as it watches the final product, and  
 3) that of the characters at each other within the screen illusion” (Mulvey  1975: 17). 
 
In order to understand how the cinematic narrative is structured as well as how the spectator 
finds pleasure or not in looking at the film, it is essential to include two Freudian terms which 
Mulvey refers to, namely that of “scopophilia” and that of “ego libido”. The first, “scopophilia”, is 
“one of the component instincts of sexuality” (ibid: 8), and it is linked to how a subject finds 
pleasure in gazing at and fantasising about another person. It is also linked to the genital differences 
between male and female which are first discovered in children's games of gazing either at each 
other or at adults. The boy has a penis, the girl does not.  This involves a process where the subject 
positions the 'looked-at' person as an object, which can, with time, become an “erotic object”. 
Another example is the one of mum and dad having sex, which can be gazed at through the key 
hole. This is a voyeuristic tendency, gazing at, what the main character in Australia would call, 
“wrong-sided-business”. In the cinema, this psychological instinct is evoked by the pleasure of 
looking at images on the screen as sexual stimulation and desire. 
“Ego libido” has to do with identification. One constructs identity through recognition and 
misrecognition. A child's first constitution of ego is when recognising his own reflection in the 
mirror4. This process continues when mirroring oneself in other persons, either recognising or 
misrecognising oneself. Thus, identifying oneself can also be from what one is not. This is the other 
pleasurable part of the spectators' sight. Freud saw the terms as overlapping and interactive but also 
with a tension between them as the first is an instinct of sexual desire, the other a part of identifying 
                                                 
3 Camilia Elias (Elias 2009: 9).   
4 Here Mulvey refers to Jacques Lacan (1975: 9). 
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oneself (ibid: 10). 
I have defined the two concepts here, as they are both underlying elements of the “gaze”. Both 
elements also come into play when investigating the representational practices in the films because 
despite the pleasure the gaze provides for its bearer, Mulvey warns us that the gaze also provides a 
threat. “In reality the phantasy world of the screen is subject to the law which produces it” (ibid 11). 
This is where she connects the gaze to the male bearer, leaving the female to be an objectivised 
Other. Mulvey argues that transferred to film, the male character thus represents action, whereas the 
female Object rather breaks the flow of the film. Moreover, compared to other forms of art, i.e. 
theatre, the film form is constructed so that the way the woman is to be gazed at is decided by the 
film-maker in the choices of narrative elements. This influences how the spectator makes meaning 
of the film in terms of recognising and misrecognising the character positions provided first of all 
by the camera. Mulvey argues that “it is these cinematic codes and their relationship to formative 
external structures that must be broken down before mainstream film and the pleasure it provides 
can be challenged” (1975: 17). Thus the psychoanalytic theory becomes a political weapon, a tool, 
which can demonstrate the threatening elements in the content of the film. This is the challenge that 
Kaplan takes up.  
Apart from relying on Mulvey's definition of the male gaze, Kaplan transfers the theory towards 
a broader perspective of difference or otherness, mainly that of a colonial Other. Thus the gaze is 
not necessarily male anymore, rather it has become imperial. Kaplan relates the imperial gaze to the 
male gaze as she finds  that one can compare the oppressive male gazes towards female Others to 
the oppressive imperial gazes by white subjects towards ethnic Others. “The imperial gaze reflects 
the assumption that the white western subject is central, much as the male gaze assumes the 
centrality of the male subject” (Kaplan 1997: 78). Feminist film theory has applied psychoanalysis 
in order to analyse the gaze by male bearers towards female Others in Hollywood film, as 
demonstrated by Mulvey.  It is therefore relevant to situate the use of psychoanalytic theory within 
feminist film studies as clearly connected to postcolonial film studies, first of all because Kaplan 
uses both, secondly because it enables one to understand the imperial gaze and its oppressive 
manners. Even though I am not going to analyse the male gaze in Australia and Ten Canoes, I find 
it relevant to mention the connection here as the difference between the two is that the imperial gaze 
can both be taken up by a male and a female white subject position which makes the imperial gaze 
more complex as to what happens when it is a female subject gazing at an ethnic Other.  
In order to speak of an imperial gaze, Kaplan emphasises that one has to situate the gaze within 
a historical time of colonial ways of thinking. One dominant idea was the binary oppositions of the 
primitive/civilized, which Kaplan relates to the fact that there was a “fear of difference” (Kaplan 
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1997: 63). The fear of difference is, however, to be understood as a rather unconscious 
phenomenon. In a male/female opposition, the male realises that the female is different, gazing at 
her with sexual desire as well as misrecognition. Through his active subject position, he does not 
see her as other than a passive object. Therefore he does not see that she might have her own world 
view. Being the bearer of the gaze therefore also positions the male as the one in power. This is 
where fear comes in as “Masters unconsciously know that mastery cannot remain theirs forever: 
there's always the threat of being toppled” (Kaplan 1997: 79). Thus, where the male gaze is carried 
by the male, the imperial gaze is likewise carried by the white subject. The difference is not genital 
anymore, but racial. The fear of difference is a fear of the Other taking over the dominant position 
within economic and political power. This fear is quite distinct demarcating the primitive from the 
civilized. There is, however, a more complex aspect of the fear as soon as it is interfered with sexual 
attraction between white men and black women, and between black men and white women (Kaplan 
1997: 65). 
 
2.1.2 The Hollywood industry and the imperial gaze 
 
In relation to implementing an imperial gaze in film, it is equally important to consider the 
Hollywood industry which over time has been the big producer of films portraying images of racial 
Others. Kaplan relates the invention of both cinema and Freud's theory of psychoanalysis to the 
peak of colonialism as they both emerged at the end of the 19th century. She therefore concludes that 
one field must have influenced the other. The imperial gaze is reflected in Hollywood cinema and, 
with time, it has become normative through the images' unconscious representation. In Kaplan's 
words “Hollywood films mimicked the imperial gaze of people [explorers, missionaries, scientists] 
who travelled to cultures in different lands” (1997: 64). Kaplan mentions several examples, one of 
the pioneering being D.W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation from 1915. Later examples are King Kong 
(1933) and Tarzan, the Ape Man (1932). The films from the 30's were an attempt to shift focus from 
the economical problems in America over to problems and excitements of race. In connection to the 
definition of the imperial gaze, this means that binary oppositions from the colonial ways of 
thinking and Freud's psychoanalytic theory influence what the cinema represents and how the 
images are received. The classical films project how the audience can deal with their fear of the 
racial difference or the cultural difference by providing the audience with possible solutions. This 
fear is, as previously stated, unconscious for the master of the gaze which is what Kaplan 
emphasises as the reason for refusing “looking relations”.  
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2.2 Looking relations   
 
Kaplan wishes to add to the concept of the gaze in order to define her more complex notion of 
“looking relations“. As stated in the definition of the gaze, Kaplan clearly distinguishes between the 
gaze and the look. She connects the look to being a process and a relation. Instead of a subject 
gazing at an othered object, there is a looking relation between two or more subjects. This enables 
the subjects to look at other persons, to look back at another person and to mirror him/her in others. 
As it is a process and a relation, the look also provides the subject with an ability to actually see the 
differences of others, not as a lack of civilisation or culture, but rather as a different world view and 
a different set of cultural traits. It is important to consider which subjects in a culture are constituted 
as able to look and who are not, as there are still aspects of power involved when looking. 
Furthermore, it is important to realise the more neutral sense of the look and looking relations as 
they connote curiosity for the Other. In this way it can be more positive than the gaze in the sense 
that it connotes an interest in the difference, rather than just a fear. 
Connected to looking are the practices of 'speaking' and 'knowing' which have to do with agency 
and identity. The one who can speak can also act (just as Mulvey positions the male character as the 
one able to act) and the one who knows can also relate to others through the construction of self. 
Altogether it has to do with subjectivity. With the imperial gaze it was only the white westerner who 
could be in a subject position. The non-white was never constituted as able to look. Within the 
notion of “looking relations” it becomes possible to change subject positions as the once othered 
object can now look, speak and know in relations to his world view or culture.  
Examples of looking relations do not just have to do with the relation between former coloniser 
and colonised. It is not just a question of subject positions of white and black. Rather there is a 
greater scale of different subjects both from different cultures and in-between these different 
cultures. When the looking relation is not between two different races but within the same race, 
Kaplan calls it an intra-racial looking relation (Kaplan 1997: 239).  
 
2.2.1 Other than Hollywood Films 
 
In relation to the imperial gaze and its strong relation to the Hollywood industry, Kaplan relates 
looking relations to alternative film industries. In her study she focuses on independent women 
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film-makers other than white5 as well as travelling white subjects to different cultures from their 
own. So besides independent film-makers, the Hollywood industry can also be countered by 
different national cinemas. Kaplan both mentions film examples where colonial white women do 
not just gaze at the Other but also has an interest in what is different. Moreover there are many 
examples of contemporary films, Kaplan mentions, where independent film-makers position the 
look differently to that of the imperial gaze i.e. Mississippi Masala by Mira Nair, Chocolat by 
Claire Denis and Warrior Marks by Pratibha Parmar and Alice Walker.  In this relation she asks 
whether it is actually possible to know the other. I am not going to include her full answer here, but 
it is based on a theoretical debate which has been formed around the question of whether the Other 
can look or speak. The debate is taken up especially by participants from once colonised places. The 
argument is, on the one hand, that the ones, who take up the western terms, in this case the media of 
the film, are always going to perform some kind of mimicry of the white. On the other hand, it has 
been argued that the western terms can be used as tools of resistance and opposition if one is careful 
in being critical of the use of western tools.6  
What is important in Kaplan’s implementation of alternative film-makers is the way they 
challenge colonial discourse. In the next part I am going to connect the discursive function of the 
gaze to stereotypes as 
Quite clearly, and not only on screen, the gaze has a discursive function, which means that it 
operates socially and politically in practice by establishing sets of relations, particularly power 
relations. There is thus a difference between modes of seeing, which also creates a different 
effect in terms of how we interpret the way in which men gaze at women, women gaze at 
themselves, women gaze at other women, whites gaze at blacks, homosexuals gaze at 
hetero/homosexuals, and so on (Elias 2009: 13). 
 
2.3 Stereotypes as discursive strategies 
 
When investigating representations of Indigenous Australians within a Hollywood production 
and a national production, it is, first of all, crucial to understand what discursive strategies lies 
within the representation of the Other, as Australia is produced from a western point of view. 
Secondly, it is relevant to see how Ten Canoes relates to such discursive strategies as it is produced, 
in many ways, as self-representation. Here I am going to refer to how stereotyping is a “major 
discursive strategy” (Bhabha 1983: 18) which has been fixing, in this case, Indigenous differences 
in colonial discourse. Homi Bhabha defines colonial discourse as  
                                                 
5 Kaplan defines 'women with other colour than white', addressing the problem that ‘white’ is, sometimes, not counted 
as a colour (1997: xxii). 
6 Kaplan refers to a list of names participating in the debate amongst others Homi Bhabha (1997: 160). 
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an apparatus that turns on the recognition and disavowal of racial/cultural/historical 
differences. Its predominant strategic function is the creation of a space for a ‘subject peoples’ 
through the production of knowledges in terms of which surveillance is exercised and a complex 
form of pleasure/unpleasure is incited. It seeks authorisation for its strategies by the production 
of knowledges of coloniser and colonised which are stereotypical but antithetically evaluated. 
The objective of colonial discourse is to construe the colonised as a population of degenerate 
types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify conquest and to establish systems of 
administration and instruction (1983: 23) 
 
In connection to the notion of looking relations it is relevant to find out how stereotypes are 
used in contemporary films as they are produced in relation to a postcolonial context. 
Homi Bhabha criticised Edward Said for positioning the coloniser as the one in power and the 
colonised as the oppressed within colonial discourse, calling it a historical simplification. Much in 
the same way that Kaplan develops the imperial gaze to a more complex term of looking relations, 
Bhabha intends to unfix the stereotype of difference and turn it in to a more complex notion where 
one has to understand the Other differently, unfixing it from a fixed stereotype. And instead of 
identifying positive or negative images, Bhabha projects that there is rather a need for identifying 
subject positions. Again this corresponds to Kaplan's notion of looking relations where the 
alternative understanding of the look allows subject positions to change.  
The reasons for having made such a simplification both in Said's theory as well as at the 
historical time can be traced back to a societal need which Bhabha explains by the Freudian terms 
of desire and misrecognition. The actual need for placing cultural/historical/racial subjects as Others 
relates to the idea of wholeness “in Freud's terms: 'All men have penises'; in ours 'All men have the 
same skin/race/culture' – and the anxiety associated with lack and difference – again, for Freud: 
'Some do not have penises'; 'Some do not have the same skin/race/culture'” (Bhabha 1983: 27). 
Bhabha calls this form of stereotyping fetishism. As a colonial discourse “the fetish or stereotype 
gives access to an 'identity' which is predicated as much on mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety 
and defence, for it is a form of multiple and contradictory belief in its recognition of difference and 
disavowal of it (ibid: 27). In this way the stereotype becomes the primal indicator of subjectivity 
and it is not a simplification because it is a false representation of reality. It is rather a simplification 
because it is fixed. This means that there is a taken-for-granted understanding of the black as 
primitive/savage/dominated. When looked at critically it poses a problem for the master of the 
colonial discourse if the stereotype is unfixed, because as soon as the stereotype is unfixed, it allows 
other subject positions. Thus, it is within fantasy that the image of the black as primitive is created 
as he is not white, and it is because of this misrecognition that the black is being oppressed. But in 
order to remain stereotypical there is a need for surrounding stereotypes. This indicates that the 
stereotype of the coloniser is as fixed as the colonised. 
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What is crucial to a complex definition of the concept is that it is ambivalent, “for it is the force 
of ambivalence that gives the colonised stereotype its currency” (Bhabha 1983: 18). Stuart Hall 
explains it as having both positive and negative connotations. On the one hand, the stereotype can 
be used to make meaning of the self because it is different. On the other hand this difference means 
that the stereotype is disavowed and misrecognised which can become a threat to the Other when 
positioned as stereotype (Hall 1997: 238). Similarly, Mulvey sees a threat for the woman when the 
man positions her as other when gazing at her. 
One last issue which makes sense to include is the question of governmentality.  In the project 
of colonialism there is a predominant western way of organising society which in some way 
continues the colonial power relation today. Bhabha states, “there co-exist within the same 
apparatus of colonial power, modern systems and sciences of government, progressive 'Western' 
forms of social and economic organisation which provide the manifest justification for the project 
of colonialism” (Bhabha 1983: 35). In terms of a colonial discourse, built on stereotypical 
categorisations, the western way is appropriated, one could say, the subject position. This goes with 
Said's notion of the Occident defining the Orient, it goes with Mulvey's notion of the male gaze and 
it goes with Kaplan's remark on the imperial gaze being represented in classic Hollywood film. On 
the background of these appropriated subject positions I am interested in grasping how the films 
project a form of governmentality or, more appropriate for this project, a certain world view.  This is 
especially in relation to Kaplan's notion of looking relations, which pays attention to the fact that 
there is an element of interest in and acceptance of different ways of living life. Furthermore, she 
emphasise the fact that classical Hollywood films represent a mythic nation, whereas independent 
film-makers make an attempt to contrast this western dominated thought (Kaplan 1997: 59-60). 
Prior to this, she defines nation on the background of several theorists, amongst others the British 
theorist, John Tomlinson, who builds his theory on Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities and 
Homi Bhabha's distinction between national identity and cultural identity. She stresses, “Tomlinson 
importantly recognizes the specificity of discourses about nation, namely that they mainly emerge 
from the West and address modern Europe” (Kaplan 1997: 34). 
 
2.4 SUM UP 
 
I am going to use the different theoretical approaches in order to analyse how the contemporary 
films Australia and Ten Canoes represent Indigenous Australians and their subject positions 
amongst each other as well as in relation to others. This I intend to do through the following 
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questions.  
 
− What looking relations are at stake in the two films?  
− How are Indigenous Australians positioned in relation to white/non-Indigenous Australians? 
− In what way do the films make use of stereotypes?  
− Which world views do the films project? 
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3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE TWO 
CONTEMPORARY FILMS AUSTRALIA AND TEN CANOES 
 
The function of both films is partly to participate in communicating Indigenous Australian 
history through the media of the film. In Australia, the historical time frame is set during WWII and 
the time period now termed the Stolen Generation7. Ten Canoes represents a different historical 
period in that it addresses the fact that there is an Indigenous history to be communicated which 
goes back long before the time of British invasion of Australia. It goes all the way back to a 
mythical past of the ancestors.  Besides dealing with two different historical periods of time, both 
films are produced within the last 5 years, thus being part of a contemporary social context with the 
incorporation of sorry days and latest the official apology. In this way the films also participate in 
the representation of postcolonial identities. 
Even though communicating Indigenous history is a shared function of the two films, the way 
that they represent Indigenous history as well as Indigenous identity is very different. In the 
following critical analysis, I am going to look at subject positions, power relations, stereotypes and 
world view. Furthermore, I am going to look at how these notions interact with the film form in 
Australia and Ten Canoes in order to discuss how the Indigenous Australians are represented. 
 
3.1 Methodological considerations 
 
Before I get more involved in the films, I shall briefly explain my methodological reflections 
about investigating representations of colonial past and postcolonial identity in film. Robert Stam 
provides the film analyst with a methodology which is critical towards representation of race and 
colonialism. What he stresses is the fact that often the analyst tends to look at representation as 
depiction of reality, whereas the analysis has to be critical towards the visual and audio effects of 
the media which performs the act of representation. So instead of analysing positive and negative 
images of race and cultural difference, I shall analyse the subject positions provided in relation to 
the film form and genre. Here I mainly concentrate on character positions, but I also touch on the 
potential spectator positions, as well as the position of the film-makers. As it is essential both in my 
theoretical approach as well as for film form, I am interested in the mentioned subject positions in 
                                                 
7
 The forced removal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children from their families was official government 
policy from 1909 to 1969. However the practice took place both before and after this period. Governments, churches 
and welfare bodies all took part.  (http://reconciliaction.org.au/nsw/education-kit/stolen-generations/ - 12/12/09 7.58 
pm). In Australia the children are taken to Mission Island close to Darwin. 
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relation to narrative and stylistic elements of the films. Here I am going to make use of Bordwell 
and Thomson's terminology on film form. In this way I can look at narrative construction, genre and 
style in the films chosen. I merely use the tools instrumentally, not explaining them as part of my 
theoretical approach. 
 
3.2 Subject positions in looking relations between characters 
 
In order to analyse subject positions amongst the characters in the films, it is relevant to 
consider the films' narrative elements and how they are structured. What looking relations are 
represented, and who are appropriated power? In order to answer these questions, I start with an 
outline of the different plot-lines in the films, as characters often play a part in the development of 
the plot, which can be the reason for positioning them as subjects. (Bordwell and Thomson 1993: 
68-69). In this way looking relations are closely connected to the development of the plot, as the 
subject positions provide the characters with agency. Furthermore, I am going to look at how the 
films make use of stereotyping in relation to former binary oppositions. 
 
AUSTRALIA   
In Australia the story and plot are affected in different ways by the interaction of a variety of 
characters8. With their different goals they engage in several looking relations suggesting the same 
amount of subject positions as there are characters. This results in an obstruction of prior 
stereotypes. One can say that there are two overall plot-lines constituted, first of all by a chain of 
scenes edited continuously in an invisible manner:  
  
1. The romance. Lady Sarah Ashley's (Nicole Kidman) initial goal is to travel to Australia, sell 
Faraway Downs, her husband's cattle station, and go back to England. Mr. Drover (Hugh 
Jackman) works as a drover. He wants to continue the cattle drove, which he was hired to 
do, despite the fact that he and Lady Ashley find Lord Ashley dead at their arrival at 
Faraway Downs. In the beginning, the two main characters detest each other. Nevertheless, 
when Lady Ashley discovers the aristocratic secrets around the place, she decides to 
participate in the drove and continue to run Faraway Downs in Australia. Love is in the air.  
2. Dispossession of Indigenous Australian children. Nullah (Brandon Walters) is a part-
Indigenous boy who lives at Faraway Downs. His goal is to stay at the cattle station and live 
                                                 
8
 See Appendix 1 
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close to his grandfather, King George and Lady Ashley, whom he calls Mrs. Boss. 
Furthermore he wants to go walkabout9 like the proper black fellas. Against him are the 
British aristocracy, Mr. Fletcher, who is Nullah’s father and the manager of Faraway Downs, 
and the police, whose goal is to gather all half castes and take them to Mission Island, so 
they can be raised properly in the Christian tradition. Mr. Fletcher also wants to be in charge 
of the whole cattle industry in Northern Australia. After many challenges, Nullah can finally 
fulfil his wish. 
 
One can initially divide the characters into different stereotypical groups. In Nullah's words 
there are the “black fellas”, the “white fellas” and the “ones belonging to nobody”. To follow this 
division, one can line up the most influential characters on a scale with black fellas in one end and 
white fellas in the other end. At the black fellas' end, one can put King George, who is the ultimate 
sign of Indigenous identity. At the white fellas' end there is King Carney, who is the cattle baron in 
Darwin with almost monopoly within the industry. His position is gradually taken over by Mr. 
Fletcher, who is the ultimate bearer of the imperial gaze. Another aspect of the white fellas' end of 
the scale is the missionary project with Dr. Barker in front. These front figures are supported by the 
whole British aristocracy.  
In between the poles are the people at Faraway Downs with the three main characters up front. 
The drovers consist of both Indigenous and white Australians working in coexistence. The front 
figure is Mr. Drover who is closely followed by his Indigenous colleague Margarri. Lady Ashley 
comes from the British aristocracy in England, but she arrives in Australia with new eyes and from 
the position of Faraway Downs she has to confront King Carney and with him the whole bunch of 
aristocrats in Darwin. Finally, there are the part-Indigenous children, represented in Nullah. He is 
constantly in danger of being taken to Mission Island. The characters at the poles of the scale are 
attributed rather fixed stereotypical traits, whereas the characters in between are obscuring the 
stereotypes as they are confronted with difference in their everyday life. 
When this distinction has been made, there are still a whole lot of minor character positions left. 
They participate in the development of the plot-lines, and they add to the fixing or unfixing of the 
stereotypes. In order to argue for the different subject positions scaled out in the latter I shall give 
examples of the looking relations between the different characters.  
King Carney is only interested in Faraway Downs. However, he never actually has to confront 
                                                 
9
 Going walkabout is an Indigenous tradition where one goes alone out in nature for a period of time surviving only on 
what can be found in nature. Most often it is when going from child to man. In the film Nullah is taught the “black 
fellas'” way by his grandfather, King George.  
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the place himself as he runs his project through Mr. Fletcher. There are two scenes where he 
attempts to confront the people at Faraway Downs directly. Nevertheless, King George opposes him 
both times. The first one is during the cattle trek to Darwin. Mr. Fletcher is trying to spoil the plans 
of the people from Faraway Downs, by leading their cattle towards a cliff with fire.  The situation 
escalates supported by intensifying, nondiegetic music and the diegetic noise from the cattle. The 
camera shifts between King George, observing the situation from the mountains, Mr. Fletcher and 
his helpers riding along nearby and the drovers trying to stop the cattle. Everything seems hopeless, 
but just as the viewer gets the impression that there is no way back – Nullah is standing at the edge 
of the cliff with 1500 bulls running towards him – King George starts messing. Nullah joins in 
using some of his characteristic traits, namely singing and the use of magic, in order to stop the 
cattle from running into death. Mr. Fletcher and his crew have lost the game.  
Looking closer at the characters involved in this incident, there is Mr. Fletcher, representing the 
imperial white gaze and King George representing Indigenous culture. In between, are the people 
from Faraway Downs, both black and white, fighting in order to drove the cattle in safety. Mr. 
Fletcher is threatened by the cattle drove as this might spoil his chances of becoming the ultimate 
cattle baron of the area; therefore he believes his power can stop the drove. King George on the 
other hand, uses mystical singing and dancing, stands on one leg and wears no clothes. Despite the 
stereotypical traits, he is one positioned in power as Mr. Fletcher’s mission is left unaccomplished.  
Another incident is after the bombing of Darwin. The three main characters have just been 
reunited after two months apart. They are getting ready to go back to Faraway Downs. In the mean 
time Mr. Fletcher has lost everything, and now he sees his chance to get rid of his son, Nullah, who 
has been his biggest hindrance throughout his project. The setting is grey after the bombings, but 
the main characters are happy, unconscious of the dangers lurking around the corner. A playful flute 
is contrasting the otherwise dull atmosphere. King George, who is standing aside, has, however, 
spotted Mr. Fletcher's intentions and just before the white man is going to shoot his own son, and 
King George's grandson, the black man kills him with a spear. One could interpret it as more than 
just the death of one white imperial man. In front of the main characters awaits a new beginning 
without the evil powers of the imperial man. Again King George is put in the powerful position, 
overcoming the imperial master with his mystical traits. In contrast Mr. Fletcher is positioned as the 
savage. The stereotypes are thus unfixed though the characters’ appearances remain the same.  
Apart from those two incidents, the poles are separated each living their own way. They do, 
however, intersect with the in-betweens in different ways. 
As Nullah is a half-caste boy, having a white father and an Indigenous mother, he is constantly 
in danger of being taken away by the police. This is a convenient threat for Mr. Fletcher to indulge 
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on Nullah when he speaks too loud about his knowledge of the lies hanging around Faraway 
Downs. One of the times where Mr. Fletcher threatens Nullah, the boy reveals to Lady Ashley that 
the water tank has been closed for no reason which, in effect, makes Lady Ashley decide to fire Mr. 
Fletcher and stay in Australia continuing the work at the cattle station. The incident positions Mr. 
Fletcher as the bearer of the imperial gaze in that he has no interest whatsoever in Nullah, his own 
son. To him Nullah is just a hurtle in his plans of taking over Faraway Downs and satisfying his 
sexual needs with his mother. This is emphasised by the camera angle showing Nullah as a helpless, 
silenced boy. There is, however, a looking relation between Mr. Fletcher and Nullah in the sense 
that the arrival of Lady Ashley has given Nullah the strength to oppose the oppressive power of Mr. 
Fletcher by revealing the secret of the water pump. This takes Nullah one step towards staying at 
Faraway Downs.  
More dangerously, are the actual visits by the police, because Nullah has to hide so that he will 
not be taken away to Mission Island. One of these visits causes the death of Nullah's mother as she 
drowns in the water tank, now that it is working. The police are positioned as the powerful subject 
acting out the law of the aristocracy. Indigenous trackers are sent out to search for Nullah. “Let 
them loose” the policeman says, comparing them to animals, scrutinizing the area. The incident is, 
however, shown from several points of view. Nullah looks back from the tank; the Indigenous maid, 
Bandi, informs Lady Ashley about the position of Nullah and his mother; and the tracker is 
searching for Nullah. The camera shifts position several times, escalating the tension of the 
situation. Though seen from several points-of-views, the situation still ends with the fact that 
Nullah's mother dies. On the other hand, Nullah is not being taken away at this stage, so one can say 
that there are several subject positions presented, allowing the characters to act.  
As a result of the death of Nullah's mother, Lady Ashley takes on the maternal role of Nullah 
which binds her even more to Faraway Downs. In the scene where she approaches him, it is with an 
intention of comforting the child but as well with a stranger's insecurity. The encounter is 
highlighted by soft colours and fairytale-like mystique. Lady Ashley wears very neat clothes 
compared to Nullah's dirty ones. In her attempt to meet Nullah in his sorrow, she finds a common 
ground in her knowledge of telling children stories and Nullah's knowledge of storytelling being the 
most important thing for Indigenous people. Furthermore, she chooses to tell about The Wizard of 
Oz which Nullah can relate to his knowledge of gulapa/a magic man, represented in his grandfather. 
The song from the film, “Somewhere over the Rainbow”, becomes symbolic through the film, 
connecting the two characters. The camera shifts between the two as Nullah interrupts Lady 
Ashley’s story, asking her to explain herself, and sometimes commenting on her story. The looking 
relation both shows difference of culture and age but a common ground is created through a shared 
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understanding. 
An important example showing the interaction between the black pole – King George - and the 
in-betweens is during the cattle drove to Darwin, where Mr. Fletcher has poisoned the water holes 
and the crew has to go through the dessert to find water. Here King George steps forward in a 
gesture to help them through the impossible land. Mr. Drover and King George look at each other. 
Nullah translates between the Indigenous language and English, explaining that King George will 
sing them trough the dessert. Slowly a didgeridoo starts to play accompanied by singing. Camera 
shots shift between the dancing King George and the three main characters. 
This example shows a rather neutral looking relation in the sense that there is an interest from 
the drovers in King George's knowledge about the land and his capability of singing them through 
the dessert. For a short period of time, both in terms of minutes of the film duration, as well as in 
terms of days during the story, King George shows a bit of his world. Nullah’s position in the 
looking relation is crucial as he represents both cultures and mediates between them.  
Another positive looking relation positioning both characters in subject positions is in the scene 
where Mr. Drover and Margarri are camping by the symbolic Baob tree, appearing several times in 
the film. Margarri has figured that Mr. Drover is sad because of the situation between himself and 
Lady Ashley, as he has left Faraway Downs in anger. He whistles the songs they played during the 
drove which annoys Mr. Drover. Margarri confronts his feelings. The two men know each other 
well and Margarri's words hit hard. At this point, there is only a friendly relation between the two. 
Margarri is clearly positioned as a knowing subject as he points out Mr. Drover’s feelings.  
As the film runs for 158 minutes, there are several other examples to choose from. They do, 
however, support the ones examined so far. In this part of the analysis I have showed some of the 
different looking relations between characters in Australia. Several examples have demonstrated 
that Indigenous characters are positioned as subjects in looking relations. Furthermore, they have 
demonstrated new connotations for the different stereotypical categories. I shall continue the 
analysis with the somewhat different Ten Canoes.  
 
TEN CANOES 
In Ten Canoes all the characters10 are Indigenous. It is thus impossible to talk about interracial 
looking relations amongst the characters. Nevertheless, there are looking relations between tribes 
and within the tribes, what Kaplan would call intra-racial looking relations. Despite the fact that 
there are only Indigenous characters on the screen, there is an addressed “you” by the storyteller. I 
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 See Appendix 2 
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am going to mention it here as it is relevant in relation to the film's overall structure, and it suggests 
a looking relation beyond the ones between the characters. In the second part of the analysis about 
“Indigenous Australians in subject positions in relation to the audience”, I concentrate more directly 
on the inferred “you”. 
In order to compare Ten Canoes with Australia, I start by outlining the different plot-lines. The 
film has a main plot-line with two sub plot-lines: 
Main plot: The story of my people: The goal of the voice-over storyteller is to tell a story to an 
 addressed “you” about his people and his ancestors. As the “you” does not participate in the 
 story, it is without challenge that this story develops into two flash backs.   
1. The ancestors on goose-egg hunt: This plot-line is rather simple. The goal of Minygululu is 
to tell his younger brother, Dayindi, about the ancient ancestors' laws whilst teaching him 
about how to do goose egg hunting with the other men of the tribe and how to build canoes. 
Dayindi is interested in Minygululu's youngest wife and therefore listens carefully to the 
recognisable story of the ancient ancestors. 
2. Sexual jealousy and the laws of the ancestors: The second subplot is about a more universal 
subject. Yeeralpaaril is in love with his elder brother's youngest wife, and his goal is to find 
a way in order to be together with her. This proves difficult, however, as the laws do not 
allow him to come close. The elder brother Ridjimiraril's goal is to be a proud warrior, be a 
good husband and live the proper way. It becomes difficult, however, after meeting a 
stranger from a different tribe, as well as when his second wife is gone. For both characters 
it is a challenge to live by the laws, but their challenges are referred to again and again by 
other generations. 
 
The development of Ten Canoes is constructed somewhat differently from Australia. First of all 
the voice-over storyteller is in control of the development of the two subplots. The addressed “you” 
suggests an audience which is unfamiliar with the story of the storyteller's people. This could be 
both a non-Indigenous/white/western audience as well as an audience related to or being Indigenous 
but without knowing the story of their people. Therefore, the storyteller often breaks in to the two 
plots, explaining the images on screen. Secondly, there are not as many different characters as in 
Australia. Only a few are given characteristic traits whereas a lot of the other characters are there to 
visualise a tribe. Thirdly, the two subplots run parallel to each other instead of intersecting as in 
Australia. One can tell them apart as the first one is in black and white and the second is in colour. 
For the viewer, it is the choices of the voice-over narrator which determine the development of both 
plot-lines. For instance, he interrupts the second subplot to continue the first one and visa versa; in 
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effect the two stories are woven together, suggesting a long Indigenous past. Last, the stylistic 
elements are very different from the ones in Australia which will come clear from the different 
examples. Despite this overall charge of the stories as well as the addressed looking relation 
between audience and images, a number of looking relations do appear between characters. Several 
of these incidents have to do with what Kaplan defines as intra-racial looking relations. Where in 
Australia, there are interracial looking relations; it is here a matter of an encounter between 
different tribes. Moreover, the looking relations between tribes make use of the act of stereotyping. 
At one stage the men in Ridjimiraril's tribe meet a stranger. This incident makes them worried of 
bad spirits. This is especially caused by the stranger's differences to Ridjimiraril's tribe. Among 
other things, one from the tribe utters, “see how his prick is covered. Maybe it's a small one. Never 
trust a man with a small prick”. Apart from categorising the stranger as untrustworthy, the stranger 
and the tribe members speak different languages. The elder in the tribe is capable of translating 
between the two, and the tribe members are made aware that the stranger is there to sell objects of 
sorcery. This worries them as one has to be careful with magic. Despite the rather hostile 
judgements of the stranger, Ridjimiraril decides to give the stranger food in respect. The looking 
relation thus suggests an interest not so much in each other, as in peaceful living and survival of the 
tribe members. This incident is the first one where a nondiegetic sound effect is used. Until this 
stage there have only been the diegetic sounds from the natural sounds of birds and insects, the 
water moving or the men working and talking. The sound effect is the sound of a didgeridoo, adding 
to the mystical traits of the stranger. 
As there does not seem to be any power difference as such between the tribes, they refer instead 
to the laws that are passed orally from generation to generation. When Ridjimiraril kills the wrong 
stranger, thinking he has kidnapped his second wife, the law causes the men to do a spear throwing 
act; where the men from the stranger's tribe are allowed to throw one hundred and fifty spears at 
Ridjimiraril and Yeeralparil. Again the sounds from didgeridoos are used adding tension to the 
situation. Ridjimiraril and Yeeralparil are made transparent when the storyteller says that they 
danced like ghosts. The law therefore determines who are in the subject position. At this point 
Ridjimiraril has killed a stranger without reason and he therefore has to take his punishment. 
Because of the law, there are no stereotypical judgements between the two groups, rather the lack of 
it, as there is only the “eye for an eye”-mentality and not an emotional conflict. This image 
corresponds in some ways with the category of the Other, as acting after primitive laws. As soon as 
Ridjimiraril has been hit, justice has been done. Even though the situation seems simple, 
Ridjimiraril's reaction shows that he does have emotions. He is proud and wants to walk by himself. 
He is also angry because he still has not found his wife.  
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As the film does not have characters from different races, the looking relations which take place 
are mostly within one tribe showing the everyday life of the ancestors and the ancient ancestors. In 
the first subplot there is only the relation between Minygululu and his younger brother Dayindi. 
Here the subject position lies with the elder brother as Dayindi still has a lot to learn about building 
canoes, doing goose egg hunting and living in the life of marriage. Throughout this plot-line, 
Dayindi is positioned as the listener, only breaking in when he is impatient for the story to continue. 
The looking relation is respectful but determined, showing the importance of age within the 
Indigenous culture.  
In the second subplot, there are several examples of looking relations within the tribe. One is 
just after the encounter with the stranger where the sorcerer meets the tribe men. He tells them the 
effects which can happen if the stranger has come with bad spirits. The camera shifts between the 
men gathered and follows the lines of thought amongst them when the sorcerer has suggested 
outcomes of the bad spirits. This looking relation between the sorcerer and the tribe men positions 
the sorcerer as the most powerful carrying the wise knowledge about outcomes of magic and the 
possible effects of bad spirit. The men are warriors so they do not know these things.   
Another example is when Nowalingu, Ridjimiraril’s second wife, is gone. This incident causes 
all the men within the tribe to gather and reflect upon the reason for her disappearance. Every man 
is heard. The camera moves from one face to another, and each time the suggestions of the men are 
followed by a visual example. This somehow controls the fantasy of the audience spelling out the 
story. It also shows the different tribal men as subjects, each with their own thoughts and 
knowledge. 
There are also women within the tribe. When they go searching for food, they talk, joke around 
and gossip. The storyteller positions them as behaving as women always do. In this case the 
stereotypical category is not meant negatively. The discursive strategy could be to indicate common 
gender categories between ancient ancestors and today. It could also be to suggest a common laugh 
between white and Indigenous audiences, as the indication is rather universal. 
The characters in Ten Canoes are subjected into different positions within and in relation to 
other tribes. Furthermore they play around with stereotypical categories, relating them to binary 
oppositions and unfixing them.  
In this part of the analysis, I have gone into detail with different looking relations between the 
characters in the two films. For both films, it goes that Indigenous characters are subscribed to 
subject positions, both powerful, dominated and equal to other characters. In Australia the relations 
are often in cultural encounters between white and black. In Ten Canoes the looks are positioned 
within or between tribes. Furthermore, prior stereotypical categories are contested in both films. In 
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the next part I shall look closer at the fact that the Indigenous characters are in fact positioned as 
subjects and what message that conveys in terms of the representation of Indigenous Australians 
towards the audience. I am going to do this with special attention to the character-narrators in the 
two films. 
 
3.3 Indigenous Australians in subject positions in relation to the audience 
 
Outside the actual looking relations between characters on the screen, there is the role of the 
character-narrator who mediates the screen illusion to the audience. As mentioned in the theory 
chapter there has previously been a tendency in classical Hollywood films where 
indigenous/oriental characters have been positioned as othered objects with both negative as well as 
exotic connotations. There is a clear step away from these object positions in the two contemporary 
examples, as the character-narrator is part-indigenous in Australia and indigenous in Ten Canoes. In 
this part of the analysis I shall focus on the fact that there is also a looking relation between the 
filmic text, produced by the film-maker, and the spectators of the films, what Mulvey originally 
referred to as the look “of the audience as it watches the final product of the film” (1975: 17). In 
Australia it is not as obvious as in Ten Canoes but in both examples the narrator possesses an 
explanatory role telling about being in-between cultures and Indigenous culture from the past.  
 
AUSTRALIA 
The story about Faraway Downs in Australia is partly told from the perspective of Nullah. The 
rest of the time it is, however, narrated by an external narrator, besides one point where Mr. Drover 
steps in as narrator, leaving Nullah to be one of the three main characters of the film. Nullah's role 
as character-narrator is, primarily, to bind together the different elements of the story which he does 
several times during the film by summing up the situation. Moreover, he gets an explanatory role 
when it comes to his position in-between cultures. This subject position is interesting in relation to 
the mediating function it carries out. Nevertheless, it is limited both because Nullah is a child, and 
because Mr. Drover is often positioned as the character with knowledge about Indigenous culture. 
This is most obvious in the scene where the drove is taken through the dessert by King George. This 
is the place where Mr. Drover even takes over the role as voice-over narrator telling about the fact 
that Indigenous people can find their way through the dessert because of their knowledge of the 
land.  
In the next couple of examples I shall demonstrate how Nullah explains his position. Moreover, 
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I have chosen examples that relate to the chronology of the plot development. First Nullah is closely 
related to the Indigenous culture, then to British/white Australian culture, and in the next part of the 
analysis, “Back to Indigenous culture” I shall demonstrate the fact that Nullah goes back to 
Indigenous culture.  
In the beginning of the film Nullah’s voice appears over the images explaining (to a potential 
audience) that he is a character in between two cultures as he says: “see I'm not black fella, I not 
white fella either, them white fellas’ call me mixed blood”. He explains that he is on walkabout with 
his grandfather, and he also explains the danger of the cops who search Faraway Downs in order to 
take him away to Mission Island. Besides being the introduction of the film, Nullah situates an 
example of a part-Indigenous boy in Australia just before WWII. There is a cultural dilemma as 
Nullah needs to go walkabout to be a man within the indigenous culture, and at the same time the 
white society wants him to be raised in the Christian tradition. In this way spectators learn about 
Nullah’s dilemma, and in relation to the text that roles over the screen in the beginning of the film11, 
spectators also learn about the Indigenous situation in general at the time.  
When this is said Nullah’s presentation is accompanied by exotic images from the outback 
where Nullah's grandfather teaches him the tradition of telling stories, under the Baob tree. There 
are tropic sounds and a shot of Nullah catching a fish only with a wooden stick. The overall image 
presented to the audience is in this way romanticised even though it is explained by a part-
Indigenous character. Said in other words the images stay within the fixed category of the Other, 
whereas Nullah appears to be a subject who thinks, reflects and possesses certain knowledge within, 
in this case, the Indigenous culture. As in the looking relations between characters, the audience 
might expect Nullah to be fixed to a colonial stereotype. Instead, he shows capability to act.  
Nullah’s role as character-narrator shifts between taking a step away from the actual story, as 
something needs explanation, and being Nullah’s thoughts at a given situation within the film story. 
One example of the latter is when he thinks that the cops are on their way to Faraway Downs, as he 
sees a car in the horizon. It appears to be Lady Ashley invading the place to sort things out between 
herself and her husband, Lord Ashley. At this point Nullah actually gazes at Lady Ashley through a 
hole in the water tank. The reason why it is not a look, in Kaplan’s terminology, is because Nullah 
comments on what he sees, saying, “and that first time I saw her, that Mrs. Boss, the strangest 
woman I ever seen. She's not from this land”. He positions Lady Ashley as the strange Other while 
she marches stubbornly towards Faraway Downs. It is also a one way action as Lady Ashley is not 
aware of Nullah’s presence. Again Baz Luhrmann mocks around with the stereotypes turning them 
                                                 
11  Appendix 3 
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up side down as it is the former colonised gazing at the former coloniser. This allows the spectators 
to be in Nullah’s position due to camera shots, and with access to his thoughts, one also sees the 
strangeness about Lady Ashley. 
Later in the film Nullah tells about happiness after Lady Ashley has fulfilled her goal of loading 
her cattle on the army ship, and Mr. Drover has won her horse. Nullah says with sadness, 
“everybody happy except for me” while there is first a shot of the ship and Darwin, then a shot of 
Mr. Drover with his horse outside the hotel, followed by a shot of Nullah amongst the Indigenous 
drovers and the Chinese cook. Here the spectators see the social differences between the cultures as 
Lady Ashley and Mr. Drover are accommodated at the hotel, and the others are camping under some 
trees. Though in-between, Nullah stays with the others.  
This scene is contrasted with a scene at Faraway Downs where Nullah experiences his first 
Christmas. He is dressed in shorts and t-shirt, and he plays tennis with Lady Ashley. Later they eat 
dinner with all the people at Faraway Downs, black, white and in-between. Here Nullah is happy, 
like he was on the walkabout with his grandfather. He is safe because the policeman has turned a 
blind eye on the fact that Nullah lives at Faraway Downs. The outback life suddenly seems far 
away, now that it is replaced with new traditions.  As this scene happens 2/3 within the film, it is the 
peak moment in the part of the film where Nullah is mostly related to white Australian culture.  
Spectators could, unconsciously, think that this was the happy ending after all the challenges the 
three main characters have been through, droving the cattle to Darwin, and experiencing death. One 
thing that the positive images do not show is the fact that Indigenous culture might have alternative 
traditions to Christmas. It is just demonstrated how happy they all are at Christmas time which 
again romanticises the coexistence between black and white. 
There are, however, dangers lurking around the corner. Nullah is taken by the police, and he is 
sent to Mission Island. Lady Ashley follows him, and she gets a job in Darwin, where she can get 
the most information about Nullah. Mr. Drover is droving cattle for the army, and he is isolated in 
the outback. Nullah explains their different positions, but the plot does not leave a lot of time for 
Nullah's position at Mission Island. The spectators are only presented with the fact that he was there 
for two month. Analysing Nullah's subject position as narrator, it somehow seems limited as the 
separation from Lady Ashley is showed as very dramatic and afterwards, one just do not hear what 
happened at Mission Island.  
At this point the audience has seen examples of Indigenous, white Australian and in-between 
situation, as well as how Nullah is positioned in all three. Australia thus presents the part-
Indigenous character in subject positions also in direct relation to the audience with Nullah being 
the voice-over character-narrator and mediator. There are, however, narrative and stylistic elements 
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portraying the Indigenous culture as both exotic and fragile as showed in the example of the 
introduction and around Christmas. Furthermore, Nullah’s subject position sometimes appears 
limited. This is partly because he is a child, but it is also because other narrative elements take over 
the development of the story at times where Nullah is central to the story. I am now going to turn to 
the position of the character-narrator or storyteller in Ten Canoes. 
 
TEN CANOES 
When I mentioned in the beginning of this part that Australia does not communicate as directly 
with the audience as Ten Canoes does, it was in relation to how Australia represents Nullah in a 
limited narrator function, not least through the intervention of other narrative and stylistic elements. 
In Ten Canoes there are also stylistic elements which surround the character-narrator, but they 
accompany the storyteller in a much more direct manner. When the storyteller changes from one 
plot-line to another, or when he interrupts himself in the middle of a sentence, then the images 
follow closely. In the second plot-line the characters on screen even react to what the storyteller 
says. This emphasises the subject position of the storyteller, and it positions the audience in a 
learning situation when the storyteller addresses a potential “you”. The structure suggests that what 
“you” should learn now, is what “I” am going to tell “you”. The way the storyteller presents the 
stories about his people's ancestors is a mixture between explaining specific Indigenous traditions as 
well as general, in many ways universal, traits of humour and everyday conflicts which can be 
recognised by the “you”.  
It should be mentioned that there are two character-narrators in Ten Canoes; the voice-over 
storyteller speaking in English and the elder brother, Minygululu, in the first subplot. Minygululu 
tells his younger brother, Dayindi, a story about the ancient ancestors. I am going to concentrate on 
the English-speaking narrator as he is the overall storyteller of both plots. Furthermore, I am  going 
to compare him to Nullah. Instead of being embedded in the story like Nullah is, the English-
speaking storyteller is invisible leaving only his voice to appear for the spectators. He presents 
himself as different from the viewer – a viewer being used to starting a story with “once upon a 
time” - indicating that there are alternative ways of telling a story. Like in the analysis of Australia, 
I shall refer to examples in chronological order as this is an important element to the storyteller. The 
storyteller says, “...you might be impatient but you need all the details”, indicating that this story is 
going to be told in a slow tempo, as details are important. 
As the storyteller starts the first subplot about his people's ancestors, there is a shot following a 
line of naked men walking in the bush. The shot is from a position where one could as well have 
been standing behind a tree, observing the ancestors. In the sense of stereotypical fixed positions, 
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one could associate this image with the savage, primitive, exotic Other, because of the naked 
appearance, because of the primitive tools and because of the baking sun and tropic sounds. In 
contrast to this image, the group of men stops and the last one makes a joke about someone farting. 
The former, fixed image is broken with a laugh. Here the storyteller leads the audience in to a past 
time with unfamiliar, to some extend also strange, images. Humour is, however, not determined by 
time or culture, necessarily. 
Some of the traditions that the storyteller wants to communicate are the ones of building canoes 
and goose egg hunting. Both show to be a work of art in the sense that every phase of the work 
needs to be done with careful attention so the canoes will not sink. The geese nests are surrounded 
by crocodiles so one has to be patient manoeuvring the fragile boats during the hunt. Again an 
unfamiliar image is shown to the audience, be it a white Australian/western audience or an 
Indigenous audience unfamiliar with his ancestors' traditions and stories. Right away the storyteller 
assists in saying comfortingly, “they talk about women, like always”. He thus adds a universal 
subject for men to discuss, making the situation familiar even though the images are unfamiliar. 
When the storyteller introduces the characters of the second subplot he is accompanied by close-
up shots of their faces, showing their facial expressions and gestures. In this sense one gets an 
impression of being close to the characters. The presentation of Ridjimiraril and his first wife, 
shows serious faces besides a discrete smile from the wife. When the second wife, Nowalingu, is 
presented as the jealous one as well as the one looking after other men than her husband, she laughs 
into the camera, and an intimate atmosphere is created. It is almost like an encounter with the 
characters, and for some spectators it is an encounter with a different culture than their own. This 
shows a looking relation between the screen illusion and the spectators. On the one hand, it can be a 
positive looking relation with interest from the spectators towards what is portrayed on the screen, 
and what the narrator tells. On the other hand, the spectators can react by misrecognising the 
characters on the screen and thus position them as different in a negative sense. In both cases the 
screen illusion is the final product positioning the storyteller in a subject position no matter how the 
spectators are going to react. 
Another example of an encounter with a character is with the sorcerer. As the tribe men meet the 
stranger (as mentioned in part 3.2 of the analysis), the storyteller gives an example of Indigenous 
people's respect for and belief in magic. This is why the sorcerer becomes so important for the tribe. 
One can compare the sorcerer in Ten Canoes to King George in Australia. He lives away from the 
tribe, he performs certain rituals and he knows magic. After the encounter with the stranger, the 
sorcerer predicts several possible effects of the stranger's magic. In order to trace bad magic, he 
paints himself in different colours and walks around the camp looking for it. The images are very 
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simple, showing how the sorcerer looks around. In terms of the storyteller's subject position, he 
mediates knowledge about Indigenous culture, explaining the function of the sorcerer.  
As many of the examples from the first part of the analysis fit in to the same structure of 
narration, one can search for more examples there. The stories are continuously told in a manner 
exemplifying what is being said. Whereas the editing of Australia is almost invisible in the way the 
story world is presented to the spectators, it is quite interactive in Ten Canoes. This also goes with 
the narration which is implemented in the story world of Australia, whereas it is rather a dialogue 
between characters in the stories and the storyteller than a flow in Ten Canoes. This can both 
suggest that what is being told is history. One cannot know all the facts, so it is like looking at 
pictures telling the facts that are still remembered, sometimes in a fragmented manner. It can also 
suggest difference that the images are new to the spectators' knowledge, which is why the tempo is 
slower and there is more explanation. 
Compared to Nullah's narrative function where he only appears once in a while as the 
storyteller, the voice-over narrator in Ten Canoes is present most of the time providing the viewer 
with explanatory information about what is going on on the screen. Through the different 
explanations, he provides the spectators with a metatext about the two plot lines. One could say that 
he communicates what is going on visually to the spectators in a dialogic or dynamic manner. He 
asks rhetorical questions, anticipates that the spectators are ignorant in some areas of Indigenous 
culture i.e. when the ancestors are building their canoes.  
Both films have positioned a character with relation to Indigenous culture as narrators. They 
both provide the audience with explanation; one on the part-Indigenous situation being in-between 
cultures, the other on Indigenous history before white invasion. From analysing subject positions in 
looking relations both in between characters and between the screen illusion and the spectators, I 
shall now shortly look at the ending of both films which forward Indigenous culture.  
 
3.4 Back to Indigenous culture  
 
It is interesting to compare the ending of the two films as they both focus on Indigenous culture. 
In Australia Nullah ends up going walkabout with his grandfather, in Ten Canoes the storyteller 
emphasises that the story of his people is a good story. Situated in their historical context both films 
can be interpreted in relation to the official attention towards Indigenous culture and history during 
the last 10 years. But whereas Australia acknowledges Indigenous culture, Ten Canoes tells about 
Indigenous culture.  
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AUSTRALIA 
Leading up to the final scene, Nullah's voice appears saying, “one thing I know, why we tell 
stories, the most important thing of all, that's how you keep them people belong you, always.” As a 
narrative element this rounds the story up, connecting it to the beginning of the film. It also links to 
the fact that King George appears once again, as he was the one teaching Nullah to tell stories. The 
scene starts with a shot of Lady Ashley collecting wood. She, Mr. Drover and Nullah are camping 
by the Baob tree when King George suddenly appears in the bush. The camera shifts from a shot of 
Nullah, with a determinate facial expression, and Lady Ashley standing behind him, looking 
nervous to a shot of King George, first in the distance, then close-up.  He waves Nullah to him. The 
scale is once again drawn as Nullah stands in the middle of the black and the white culture, as he 
stands between his grandfather and his adoption parents, Mr. Drover stands by the tree. Nullah takes 
off his western clothes and throws his shoes away. There is a clear indication that he is going 
walkabout, also in relation to the beginning, learning about the black fellas' way of life.   
Nullah's story is connected to the historical time of the Stolen Generation, and in this sense the 
scene also reaches out to the contemporary context where the Australian government has formally 
apologised the action of taking part-Indigenous children away from their Indigenous mothers. King 
George says, “you have been on a journey, now we are heading home to my country, to our 
country.” This can indicate that Nullah has been away from his Indigenous roots by living with 
British traditions, and now it is time to remember. In correspondence with the official apology, it 
also acknowledges the Indigenous culture. Instead of trying to outbreed the culture, or as it was said 
at the time; the Indigenous race, the society now tries to incorporate the cultural difference as part 
of Australian history. Like Lady Ashley did not want Nullah to go walkabout in the first place, and 
at the end she accepts it, the white Australian society has had to accept that their project of 
outbreeding a whole race has failed. Nullah has thus resisted the white invasion of his Indigenous 
cultural traits. He has lost his mother, and he has lived at Mission Island for two months. But with 
help from his grandfather and the tradition of storytelling, he is now going to find himself within 
the Indigenous culture. In this way Australia positions Nullah as a subject who is able to choose his 
own way, acknowledging the fact that there is a different way of living to the British/white 
Australian way. In comparison with the fixed stereotypical positions within colonial thinking, the 
subject position is here turned around. Nullah chooses to leave his adoption parents and go 
walkabout and they are not able to interrupt. At the same time the cultures are still distinct opposing 
Mr. Drover and Lady Ashley with Nullah and King George. First of all their appearance resemble 
the fixed stereotypical positions. Mr. Drover and Lady Ashley wear shirts, pants and skirt, shoes, 
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and their haircuts are neat. King George and Nullah show naked parts of their body. The final shot 
is of King George and Nullah from behind. King George is naked and Nullah is only wearing 
shorts. In this way, the film does not suggest an incorporation as such of the Indigenous culture, 
rather just an acknowledgement of it. Australia is thus more concerned with bringing forth the 
white man's abort of the outbreeding project as well as the acknowledgement of Indigenous culture, 
than actually getting to know the culture. “You do your thing” is what one is left to think, when 
Lady Ashley lets Nullah go walkabout. In a more general sense, it could also just mean that she lets 
him grow up, but with the afterword12 rolling over the screen just after the last shot, one first of all 
thinks about the official apology. 
 
TEN CANOES 
 In Ten Canoes the end of the film ties up several threats. Primarily, it continues the film's 
style by initiating specific traits of Indigenous culture, then adding a humorous or universal side to 
the incident. In the scene at the end, Ridjimiraril, the ancient ancestor, is dead. The tribe performs 
the traditional rituals in order to send his soul back to his waterhole, so he can be reborn. At the 
same time the ancestors of the first plot are finished with their goose egg hunt. The storyteller 
guides the spectators through the rituals and emphasises that patience is important in many 
situations. Dayindi has learned goose egg hunting and the act of telling stories. The spectators have 
learned Indigenous cultural knowledge. After the ritual concerning Ridjimiraril's death, the story 
ends with the fact that Nowalingu, returns to the camp. Furthermore, Yeeralpaaril, has to take care 
of all three wives instead of just the young, beautiful one. There is thus a universal indication of 
how incidents happen randomly, and how they do not always fulfil dreams or plans. When Dayindi 
learns this, he reconsiders his own intention of getting together with Minygululu's youngest wife. 
He looks at her and continues walking with the other men to his camp. The storyteller says, “...and 
they all lived happily ever after [laughs] nah, I don't know what happened after that, maybe that 
Dayindi found a wife, maybe he didn't. It was like that for my people. But now you've seen my 
story. It's a good story. Not like yours, but a good story all the same.” As in Australia, Ten Canoes 
distinguishes between cultures in the end. The distinction is, however, marked by the enunciation of 
“my story” and “your story” not saying exactly who “you” are. In relation to the film's time of 
production, it is part of the “Reconciling the nation”-program by SBS, and it thus represents a 
reaction to the historical mistreatment of Indigenous people by telling about Indigenous history 
before outside cultural intervention. It does, however, reach further than 'just' a white Australian 
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“you” as it could be anyone interested or in need for a different story than their own. There is in this 
case nothing fixed about the “you”. In terms of Indigenous involvement in other cultures, there is 
not any direct suggestions towards a culture in between, or a solution for living in coexistence. On 
the other hand, the film has suggested possibilities of universal knowledge showing that Indigenous 
people are just like any other human beings through their everyday conflicts.  
Both film endings position Indigenous culture as important. Throughout the analysis there have, 
however, been traces of very different ways of dealing with Indigenous culture, history and identity. 
In order to look for a general argument to explain these differences, I shall finish the analysis by 
concentrating on which world views the films represent. I continue to implement examples of how 
the representation is performed, in this part I shall implement the filmic effect of the genre chosen.  
 
3.5 World view 
 
In this finalising part of the analysis I shall look more closely at which world views the two 
films represent. Once again it is to perceive how the Indigenous Australians are represented. 
Moreover, I am going to analyse how the genre conventions of the films intervene with such world 
views and how they play a role in communicating Indigenous history and identity. Overall I am 
going to argue that Australia portrays a world view closely related to the western perception of a 
society related to nation, whereas Ten Canoes is more concerned with a world view concentrating 
on nature.  
 
AUSTRALIA  
As mentioned in my theoretical approach, Hollywood films tend to communicate a general idea 
of nation as place of belonging. This is also the dominant situation in Australia though there is a 
suggestion of alternative shared communities through the representation of Indigenous culture.  
First of all, there is the title of the film spelling out the national world view of Australia. This is 
further emphasised in the opening of the film, where Nullah gazes at Lady Ashley, and he says that  
she is not from this land. This land my people got many names for, but white fellas call it 
Australia. But this story not begin that day, this story begin a little while ago in a land far far 
away. That land called England. 
 
After Nullah's gaze at Lady Ashley, the camera zooms out, shifts to an animated image of an old 
drawn map of the world, showing Australia. The map is drawn like a treasure map, giving it an 
atmosphere of being in a fairy tale. The globe starts spinning and zooms in on England and the 
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image changes from the animated one, back to normal. Here the world is clearly divided into 
nations, and the fact that Nullah relates Lady Ashley to England also suggests the sense of 
belonging to a nation. Nullah's remark also points out the fact that his people does not relate to 
Australia in the same way, as they have many names for the land. This positions Nullah's people as 
different, but the spectators are not introduced to which alternative names Nullah's people use. 
Instead they are introduced to a part-Indigenous boy who possesses knowledge about the western 
idea of belonging to a nation. In this way Nullah is part of western culture but his suggestion of 
alternative ways of life, which his people relate to, is not incorporated with details. 
The image of the world map is in a sense repeated by the following images of a newspaper from 
Darwin. Again it is used as background when Nullah combines the story. In contrast to Nullah's 
introductory and ending statements about storytelling being the most important practice of all, the 
images of the newspaper suggest a different way of transmitting knowledge and combining people. 
The first time it appears, it is read by Mr. Fletcher's fiancé who sits in a hair dresser with several 
ladies from the British aristocracy. This image strengthens the cultural distinction between the 
aristocracy and the Indigenous people. 
When King George ends the film by saying that Nullah is going back to his own country13, the 
Indigenous character addresses a dilemma in terms of the meanings of the word. On the one hand, 
he might have been positioned silently within the western idea of belonging to a nation, and thus 
King George relates to the fact that the Australian nation used to belong to Indigenous people. In 
this way, there is a different Australia to the one Nullah has been shown by the Lady Ashley and Mr. 
Drover and not least the British aristocracy. Alternatively, King George addresses the fact that 
Australia is not a nation to him with a certain set of structural rules; on the contrary he belongs to 
certain territories where Indigenous language and culture is the practice of everyday life. In both 
senses of the word, the country that King George refers to is unknown to the spectators and leaves 
an ambivalent feeling as the Indigenous characters are both positioned as included in a western 
terminology but at the same time they are differed as they go back to their own country. The place 
where King George is going to take Nullah appears mysterious as it is left out of the screen illusion.  
Being a romantic epic, all such questions of ambivalence and cultural difference appear 
somewhat overshadowed by love. Australia, thus, presents both WWII and the dispossession of 
part-Indigenous children as challenges on the way, but the historical incidents are both overcome by 
love. The challenges are, furthermore, distanced by the land of Faraway Downs. The place is 
surrounded by love and an experience of co-existence of different cultures. It is in sharp contrast to 
                                                 
13 a) The territory of a nation with its own government; a state. 
 b) a territory possessing its own language, people, culture, etc. (Thompson 1995: 307) 
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Darwin where the racial differences are very explicit. In this sense the genre becomes a medium 
that represents the historical and political challenges by providing a positive or romantic image of 
the past. The seriousness of the incidents therefore becomes secondary, and the guilt of the white 
Australians is diminished.   
When at Faraway Downs, the challenges are further distanced by a shared fascination for and a 
clear dependency on nature. This is shown by panorama shots of the land, of gorges and rivers, bush 
and desert. Nature is in many ways connected to King George. He is repeatedly positioned on the 
top of a mountain, performing his rituals with song and dance. In this way nature is connected to 
Indigenous culture. At the same time, the Baob tree is connected to Lady Ashley and Mr. Drover as 
it appears several times in relation to these characters, most distinct in a shot where the stars are 
kissing and it fades into a shot of the tree. This suggests that the national world view does not 
necessarily count in this place. The main characters do not subscribe to the norms in Darwin which 
is why they are portrayed as important in relation to the fight against the missionary project 
dispossessing Indigenous children and thus taking focus away from the white man's responsibility 
in that case. To further diminish the guilt of the white, the worst performer of imperial power and 
evil behaviour is positioned in the negative stereotypical category of the savage, when Mr. Fletcher 
tries to kill his own son.  
Australia portrays an overall western world view referring to a national sense of belonging. As 
shown in the different examples the nationalistic world view is, however, diminished to elements of 
a mythical nation in the way the genre highlights love in front of war and dispossession, as well as 
it shows a fairy tale atmosphere around the land map. In effect, this plays a role in the way the film 
positions white Australians with a diminished guilt towards Indigenous Australians in relation to the 
Stolen Generation. This is partly because the main characters are distanced from the British 
aristocracy and partly because of the reverse stereotypical position of Mr. Fletcher as savage. 
In Ten Canoes the relationship between white and Indigenous Australians is not mentioned 
explicit, on  the contrary an Indigenous world view is spelled out as equally important to any other 
world view, but in the social context of Australia's National Sorry Day, also in contrast to the white 
Australian world view.  
 
TEN CANOES 
As Kaplan projects, alternative film productions to Hollywood contrast the eurocentric, 
nationalistic world view. Ten Canoes primarily focuses on the Indigenous world view, centred on 
culture and nature. The culture is connected to the law of the ancestors, and it projects the proper 
way of living as ancestors have always done. Besides the respect for ancestors, the film 
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communicates an immense respect for nature. 
The film both begins and ends with the story of how life begins and ends. Everyone has a 
connection to a special waterhole. It is in this waterhole that one's spirit exists until you are born, 
and it is where one's spirit goes back when you die. This initial relation to nature lays the ground for 
the cultural world view. Throughout the film, there is a continuous bond to nature in all the 
examples that are included in the stories. Stylistically this is emphasised by the whole setting in the 
bush and with the use of natural sound. As mentioned previously, there is only the use of 
instruments in a few scenes, making use of the didgeridoo to create tension. The visual effects are 
also limited though there is the change between black and white and colour, when the storyteller 
shifts between the two subplots. Furthermore, there is the effect, making the characters transparent 
in the scene where members of the other tribe throw spears at Ridjimiraril and Yeeralpaaril. Like 
Australia, Ten Canoes repeatedly have panorama shots of natural scenery, showing the land. 
Compared to Australia there are, however, a larger quantity of these shots, underlined by the setting 
for the different scenes, which are, as mentioned previously, situated in the bush. On the contrary, 
there is no use of animation and film music in grand scales. 
The film demonstrates how the ancestors of the storyteller had the knowledge of surviving in 
nature. This becomes clear in both plots. In the first one there is the immense work with building 
the canoes out of bark and the knowledge of goose egg hunting on the river without being eaten by 
crocodiles. In the second plot, the everyday life of ancient ancestors is portrayed. Here the general 
relation to nature is shown through the practice of hunting and gathering food, the life in huts and 
the simple supply of a few properties. Despite the fact that the Indigenous ancestors lived a simple 
life, the film shows a people capable of survival through several generations because of their 
knowledge about nature and because of their relation to the law. 
One can say that this knowledge can be termed as cultural belonging, as the film projects the 
importance of storytelling and the necessity of living after the law. These examples are quite simple 
in the sense that when Ridjimiraril has killed the wrong stranger, the tribe connected to the stranger 
can throw one hundred and fifty spears at the murderer. Despite the fact that many of the examples 
connected to the law are rather simple, previous parts of the analysis have demonstrated the 
universal traits of the Indigenous characters.   
The overall message of telling the story of the storyteller's people puts an emphasis on this oral 
tradition. One has to remember, however, that the story of his people is connected to “your” story. 
This suggests that the tradition of storytelling does not belong to Indigenous culture alone. It can, 
nevertheless, be compared to other cultural traditions of storytelling. It is just different.  
In this connection, I find it interesting to notice the fact that the film is inspired by the 
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anthropological pictures from the 1930s by Donald Thomson. This fact possesses in a sense a 
double meaning as they are pictures of Indigenous people living the proper way in the 30s. They 
are, however, represented through the media of a white anthropologist just at the time where the 
period of the Stolen Generation has its beginning. In this way, one can define the film as 
anthropological in many ways as it quite literally shows the life of Indigenous people in the past. It 
represents, in a way, what has been stolen from the generation following the time of the pictures 
taken. On the other hand, the second subplot is developed more and more into a fictive drama as the 
detailed presentational work has been spelled out. This is done by fewer shifts between the two 
plots and the tension around the incident where Ridjimiraril's second wife is gone. In effect, one 
could say that the difference of the Indigenous ancestors is slowly diminished as they become 
familiar. 
Ten Canoes portrays a different world view to the national one in Australia in its clear 
incorporation of a relation to nature. Despite this fact, it manages to appear more and more familiar 
through its development from resembling anthropological pictures to fictive drama.  
Having outlined the different world views of the two films and the effects of the different 
genres, I now intend to sum up the conclusive points of the analysis. Furthermore, I shall put them 
into perspective with my initial query of how subject positions and thereby also former power 
relations have changed, have been redefined or whether they still exist to some point.  
 
3.6 SUM UP  
 
Through the analysis it has been my intention to outline different arguments for the alternation 
of prior subject positions and power relations between former coloniser and colonised in Australia. 
The different parts of the analysis also provide information in order to discuss how Indigenous 
Australians are represented in the two contemporary films Australia and Ten Canoes.  
In the first part, I have analysed looking relations between characters in the two films. In close 
relation to the filmic text, it quickly became clear that former imperial gazes from a white subject 
towards a black objectivised Other have, indeed, been altered to a much broader variety of subject 
positions amongst characters. There are thus many suggestions of an Indigenous look in the films as 
camera shots show these characters' point-of-view. 
In Australia the Indigenous characters' point of views are put in relation to the British 
aristocratic ones. Furthermore, they participate in several looking relations in between these strictly 
distinct cultural and racial positions. Especially, the in-between positions are highlighted through 
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the love story between Lady Ashley and Mr. Drover and the connection between them and Nullah.  
In Ten Canoes there are only Indigenous characters so here the cultural encounter between black 
and white can only be inferred by the potential spectators. Instead looking relations take place 
within the Indigenous tribes as well as between different tribes. There are thus several examples of 
intra-racial looking relations showing power positions in the Indigenous past before white invasion. 
The alternation of subject positions in both films also becomes clear through the obstruction of 
former fixed stereotypical categorisations of former coloniser and former colonised. This is clearly 
demonstrated in Australia as King George possesses the powerful position in several incidents 
where he confronts Mr. Fletcher who is, in contrast, positioned as the savage or the ignorant of the 
two. The stereotypes are, furthermore, unfixed in connection to the three main characters 
representing the position in-between cultures. Especially, when Lady Ashley takes over the maternal 
role of Nullah, there is a clear representation of interest despite cultural difference, rather than fear 
between the two.  
Ten Canoes plays around with stereotypical conceptions as well. This is performed by an initial 
outlining of images which fit with the former connotations of the Other. Then these are contrasted 
by images with universal conceptions of human beings. In effect Indigenous people are positioned 
within a shared community of human beings. We all know that women talk, and we all know that 
sexual jealousy can cause trouble. 
In the second part of the analysis, I have focused on the Indigenous character-narrator in both 
films and in what way this character gets an explanatory role towards the potential spectators. 
In Australia it became clear that Nullah only possesses a limited role as narrator as both Mr. 
Drover and the overall external film-narrator take over. Furthermore, he is only a child which 
sometimes positions him as ignorant in some areas. This leaves Nullah's position to explain about 
being in-between two cultures and not least in connection with the constant threat of being taken 
away from home. Despite the fact that Nullah is the voice-over character-narrator, it sometimes 
seems as if his story is dominated by the love story, i.e. when he tells about the position of Lady 
Ashley and Mr. Drover instead of telling about his stay at Mission Island 
The storyteller in Ten Canoes is in charge through the whole film. Of course he is accompanied 
by the stylistic elements of the film but as the characters speak Indigenous languages, he becomes 
the ultimate cultural mediator as he translates the images to a potential English-speaking audience. 
Furthermore, he addresses a “you” throughout the film which positions the spectators in a situation 
dominated by the storyteller. He is in power to tell about Indigenous culture. He does, however, 
suggest participation because of the continuous enunciation of “you”. 
In the third part of the analysis, it becomes clear that both films end with a focus on Indigenous 
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culture, indicating a need for such a focus. In relation to the films' social context, there is a clear 
indication of the need for acknowledging Indigenous culture in Australia as a way of healing the 
wounds that the time of the Stolen Generation has cost. In Australia this is mostly represented in 
terms of acknowledging Indigenous culture, allowing Nullah to go walkabout with his grandfather. 
In Ten Canoes the reaction is to spell out Indigenous culture before the time of white invasion, 
primarily to tell a different story.  In relation to its Australian context, it does provide a clear 
alternative story to the white Australian one in the way that it provides information on Indigenous 
cultural identity and history. 
Finally, the last part of the analysis presents the different world views represented in the films. 
These bring back the distinction between cultures, in this case the white and the Indigenous 
Australian cultures. In Australia the world view is connected to a clear demarcation of nations 
appropriating such an overall societal structure. In Ten Canoes, on the other hand, the overall world 
view is related to nature as it is essential throughout the everyday practices of the Indigenous 
ancestors. This centres the world view on Indigenous culture rather than bound to national borders. 
In this way, the films indicate that the difference between peoples will continue.  
There are, however, suggestions of shared communities. In Australia it is in terms of place as 
Faraway Downs represents a place where people can live in coexistence. In terms of a shared 
community across cultural specificity, Ten Canoes suggests that there is shared understanding 
amongst all humans. This is particularly represented by the human body and translation of culture. 
Technically, it is performed by the shift from making unfamiliar images familiar. Furthermore, this 
technique is repeated continuously which also mark the possibility for getting to know different 
cultures and broaden one's own horizon. 
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4. PERSPECTIVE 
 
So what is the state of the art? In connection to the two films Indigenous Australians are not 
positioned as partly dangerous and partly exotic Others. The fixed stereotypes are in other words 
not as fixed anymore. The overall project in Australia is ambiguous in the sense that it both 
positions Indigenous Australians as powerful in subject positions. Furthermore, it positions white 
Australians as savages with racist agendas or as heroes in the fight against the missionary project. In 
this way there is both an acknowledgement of Indigenous culture as well as a romantic 
representation of the consequences of white invasion. Visually the stereotypes are maintained, but 
their connotations are no longer fixed. In this way there has been a clear redefinition of subject 
positions. The overall understanding of governmentality or world view is, however, remained 
within a shared community of the Australian nation. In terms of world view, this means that the 
western conception of nations as overall structure is still appropriated and dominant when 
understanding the world.  
In Ten Canoes the subject positions have changed as the Indigenous culture stands as individual 
amongst other cultures, not neglecting the fact of difference, just stressing the fact that certain 
Indigenous traits are significant and necessary to incorporate as knowledge. The change has to be 
positioned in relation to colonialism, as the change is, somehow, also a return to the old, proper way 
before white invasion. There is, thus, a redefinition of Indigenous identity as the film incorporates 
the old, proper way of living into the contemporary context. It does not, necessarily, find a way in 
between, incorporating knowledge about nature into national structures in the film. On the other 
hand, this is in fact the overall function of the film, as it tells about Indigenous history through the 
western media of the film, and thus it participates in the national reconciling project.  
There is an intertextual reference between the films as they refer to the same fixed stereotypes 
that were created during colonialism. The way they refer to these categories is from two different 
perspectives. Being a Hollywood production Australia represents Indigenous Australians as Others. 
Not necessarily in a negative manner, just because the culture is different from the 
white/British/non-Indigenous culture. Ten Canoes is, in terms of its Indigenous coproduction, in 
many ways a self-representation. In this way, it refers to stereotypical categories created by the 
colonisers and missionaries which make the representation of Indigenous Australians a 
renegotiation and an opposition to such categories. It addresses Indigenous Australian history as 
different, but not less important. In other words, it positions Indigenous Australians as belonging to 
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a different culture, which in relation to Hall allows change14. 
As stated several times, the films are very concerned with the past in terms of their content. In 
this way the films do not concentrate on demonstrating possible solutions for the future. What to do 
next? There are few elements that suggest a potential shared community across cultures. In 
Australia there is the shared experience of a place outside the strict structure of a nation. In Ten 
Canoes there is the shared experience between people in general and the acknowledgement of 
difference. The primary focus is, however, to demarcate and acknowledge the fact that Indigenous 
culture is significant in its own way. 
Another constructive element in both films is humour. In Australia, it is used to obscure fixed 
stereotypes. In Ten Canoes, humour is used to demystify the different images that are set up. In 
order to come to terms with Indigenous history in Australia, one can say that humour can be used to 
relieve the tension connected to, in particular, the Stolen Generation. In Australia the humoristic 
portrayal of prior stereotypes, in the sense that they are overdone, fits with the epic genre. 
Furthermore, the ambiguity connected to the humoristic portrayal of the stereotypic clichés creates 
surprise and potential for change. In this case the connotations connected to the stereotypes are 
turned up side down, and they are opposed in the sense that Mr. Fletcher is the savage and King 
George is the one possessing knowledge and rationality.  
In this way there is a change in how to incorporate Indigenous cultural identity as part of the 
otherwise multicultural Australian identity. As mentioned in the theoretical approach, Bhabha does 
clearly distinguish between national and cultural identity. To broaden this distinction, one could 
investigate the many different cultural communities within one nation which sometimes does not 
correspond with the overall national structure. In this way there might emerge new shared 
references. For instance the first priority within national borders is not necessarily to focus on 
nature and everyday practises based on living in nature which for some Indigenous Australians 
continue to be essential. On the contrary some Indigenous Australians might choose to adjust their 
culture to the life in an Australian town or city with the past still being a part of their world view. 
  
                                                 
14
 See introduction. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
The initial curiosity of this project was concerned about colonial past and postcolonial identity. 
In relation to Australia’s recognition of Indigenous culture, as well as an official mission of 
reconciling Indigenous culture with the multicultural rest, my point of departure was to investigate 
whether former positions of power and stereotypical categories connected to binary oppositions 
have been modified. Thus the global wonder about the state of the art has been investigated with the 
specific example of two filmic texts concerning the exact same questions in relation to Indigenous 
Australians. 
With a theoretical perspective based on psychoanalysis the comparative analysis of the two 
contemporary films Australia and Ten Canoes have demonstrated how Indigenous Australians are 
represented. The theoretical tools of the imperial gaze and looking relations have helped uncover 
how the narrative elements are involved in the representation of Indigenous Australians, and how it 
is the choices taken in relation to film form and genre that determine the visual images presented for 
an audience.  
In this way the project does not so much engage in whether the films are negative or positive 
representations of Indigenous Australians, it rather concentrates on Indigenous subject positions and 
alternation in former discursive strategies. In this relation the obstruction of stereotypical categories 
has been a strong element, as the former subject positions are no longer fixed into binary 
oppositions. Instead there is a renegotiation of the shared experience of colonial history which 
participates in the construction of cultural identity today.  
Nevertheless, the process of unfixing stereotypes is not easy. This has been demonstrated 
through the continuous relation to the former fixed stereotypes showing an ambivalent attraction to 
difference. On the one hand, the films want to engage in the difference. On the other hand, they 
want to separate one culture from another because of misrecognition. 
In other words differences are still demarcated but there is a larger degree of interrelation than 
sharp rejection between the cultures. In order to deal with such differences in a shared community, 
there is a stronger need for translating cultural differences so that they can be used constructively in 
future. 
This is not just the state of the art in the case of Australia. There are many other examples of 
shared communities in the world dealing with challenges of cultural difference.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 
GALLERY OF CHARACTER IN 
 
 
 
 
  
White Pole: King Carney 
(cattle baron in Darwin), 
Mr. Fletcher (Nullah's 
father and manager of 
Faraway Downs), The 
policeman, Dr. Barker 
(head of the missionary 
project in Darwin).
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AUSTRALIA 
Main characters: Lady Ashley 
(Nicole Kidman), Mr. Drover 
(Hugh Jackman) and Nullah 
(Brandon Martins). 
Black Pole: King George 
(Nullah's grandfather), 
Daisy (Nullah's mother), 
Magarri (Mr. Drover's 
Indigenous coworker), 
Bandi (Indigenous maid 
and drover)
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APPENDIX 2 
 
GALLERY OF CHARACTERS IN TEN CANOES 
 
 
 
  
The storyteller (David Gulpilil) -
speaking in English
Ancient ancestors: Ridjimiraril 
(elder brother) - his tree wives: 
Banaluandju, Nowalingu, ..., 
Yeeralpaaril (younger brother), 
tribe men, tribe women, The 
sorcerer, The stranger
Ancestors in the past: Minyfululu 
(elder brother), Dayindi (younger 
brother), tribe men.
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 
Nondiegetic text in the beginning and end of Australia: 
 
 
BEGINNING: 
AFTER THE BOMBING OF PEARL HARBOR ON THE 7TH OF DECEMBER 1941, THE 
IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY STEAMED SOUTH, UNLEASHING THEIR FIRE ON DARWIN, 
A CITY IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA. 
‘THE TERRITORY’ WAS A LAND OF CROCODILES, CATTLE BARONS AND WARRIOR 
CHIEFS WHERE ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE WAS A WAY OFF LIFE, 
IT WAS ALSO A PLACE WHERE ABORIGINAL CHILDREN OF MIXED-RACE WERE 
TAKEN BY FORCE FROM THEIR FAMILIES AND TRAINED FOR SERVICE IN WHITE 
SOCIETY. 
THESE CHILDREN BECAME KNOWN AS THE STOLEN GENERATIONS. 
 
 
END: 
THE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALLY ABANDONED THE ASSIMILATION POLICY FOR 
INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY IN 1973. 
IN 2008, THE PRIME MINISTER OF AUSTRALIA OFFERED A FORMAL APOLOGY TO THE 
MEMBERS OF THE STOLEN GENERATIONS. 
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Résumé 
 
The focus in this project is an investigation of the representation of Indigenous Australians in the 
two contemporary films Australia and Ten Canoes. Furthermore, it is to grasp what subject 
positions are available for the Indigenous characters in the films, especially in relation to former 
fixed power relations between coloniser and colonised in Australia. Finally, but not less important, 
the project continues to answer the first two questions by relating them closely to film form.  
The point of departure is classical and contemporary film theory contributing with different 
perspectives on the psychoanalytical concept of the gaze. In relation to the analysis of the films, it is 
primarily E. Ann Kaplan’s contribution of the imperial gaze and her development of the concept 
into what she calls looking relations that is referred to. The imperial gaze is a transformation of 
Laura Mulvey’s controversial outline of the male gaze from 1975. Mulvey used psychoanalysis as a 
political weapon, unmasking the patriarchal influence on narrative film. Kaplan relates the concept 
into other aspects of difference than gender, namely that of racial and cultural difference. 
Furthermore, she develops the concept into what she calls looking relations which enables me to 
uncover subject positions on three levels. Primarily I concentrate on the subject positions in terms 
of characters. Moreover, I situate these subject positions in relation to the overall message or world 
view that the films provide, as well as potential meanings that the audience produces.  
Another theoretical inspiration for the project has been Homi Bhabha’s work on the force of 
ambivalence connected to stereotypes in colonial discourse. Through the recognition of such 
ambivalence it becomes clear that the once fixed binary oppositions attributed to former coloniser 
and colonised cannot remain fixed. Furthermore it explains some of the reasons why these 
oppositional categories have been reproduced again and again. 
The film examples are different in several ways. One is a Hollywood production; the other is a 
National production in close cooperation with local Indigenous people of Northern Australia. 
Furthermore, the Hollywood production is an epic romance, whereas the National production is a 
mixture between an anthropological film and a fictive drama. The outcome of the films is therefore 
equally different. 
In order to investigate my research questions in the two films, I make use of Robert Stam and 
Louise Spencer’s methodological approach when working with colonialism, racism and 
representation. Their approach goes well with the theoretical concepts of the imperial gaze and 
looking relations as they stress the importance of film form and genre, rather than dealing only with 
positive and negative images. Furthermore, my film analytic terminology derives from David 
Bordwell and Kristin Thomson’s work on film art. I implement their terminology instrumentally 
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with a focus on film form, primarily and film narrative in particular.  
The investigation of the research questions is performed through a comparative analysis of the 
two films. The analysis is divided into four parts illustrating different perspectives on subject 
positions. These perspectives are continuously compared to prior subject positions in narrative films 
where either the male or the white western subjects were appropriated.  
The first part of the analysis focuses on the subject positions available in looking relations 
between characters. Australia illustrates ambivalence positioning Indigenous characters both in 
powerful and dominated subject positions in relation to the white characters. Mainly, Indigenous 
history and culture is represented through the part-Indigenous character, Nullah who is both one of 
the main characters and the narrator. The film obstructs the prior stereotypes by turning them upside 
down. Ten Canoes positions Indigenous characters as subjects throughout the film. This is also 
because there are only Indigenous characters. Instead the analysis demonstrates what looking 
relations take place within tribes and between different tribes. 
The second part concentrates on the looking relations between character-narrator and a potential 
audience. In both films the character-narrators are related to Indigenous culture and therefore they 
take on an explanatory role towards the audience. In Australia this relation is some times more 
direct than others as Nullah’s narrative role is overshadowed by an external narrator and the male 
protagonist. He does, however, explain the situation of a part-Indigenous boy’s situation at the time 
of WWII living in between two cultures with the risk of being taken away from his Indigenous 
relatives and being put into white Christian guidance. Ten Canoes has a character-narrator invisible 
to the audience as he tells a story about his ancestors. In contrast to Australia he involves the 
audience directly through an addressed “you”, and he explains most of the illusory images on 
screen.  
The third part is an analysis of the endings of the films arguing that the films forward 
Indigenous culture and thus they relate directly to the contemporary Australian situation where there 
is an increased focus on addressing Indigenous culture and history. 
Finally, the fourth part of the analysis broadens the concepts of subject positions and looking 
relations to be more structural in the sense of which world view the two films represent. In this part, 
I argue that Australia represents a world view where the western/white Australian conception of a 
world divided into nations is appropriated. It does, however, suggest an alternative view connected 
to the outback area outside Darwin. Ten Canoes appropriates a world view related to Indigenous 
culture as it has been passed on through history with a general focus on nature. 
Through the analysis it becomes clear that the fixed binary oppositions positioning white 
Australians as dominant and Indigenous Australians as oppressed have changed. There is indeed a 
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general acknowledgement of Indigenous subjects as able to act. This goes for both films. The 
principal difference between the films is that they project two different world views. In this way 
they represent Indigenous Australians from two different perspectives.  
The project demonstrates how a focus on subject positions and culture can cause change. It does 
not suggest that the prior binary oppositions should be either one or the other; rather it suggests that 
when differences have been recognised there should be found a common ground. 
